The Body Cart Plus comes packaged on a pallet. The Center Connect Tube & Connect Tubes are packed on top. The mounting arms are rotated down 90 degrees for shipping. The wheels & hardware are in the box, strapped to the pallet.
Assembly Instructions

1). The casters are held in place by a lip on the caster pad on one side and a single bolt on the other. We suggest putting the 2 brakes in opposite corners.

2). The mounting posts can be stood vertically to be bolted on a body mount vertically, or sideways thru a leaf spring mount or bumper mount. They can also be left horizontally, like in the shipping position and mounts can be sat on them.

3). The center post is adjustable in 3 positions. It is all the way down when it is shipped, but can be raised higher, either 3” or 6” tall.

4). The center tubes are telescopic, which allow the mounts to go out to 11 feet long. For truck cabs or other shorter objects, only one center tube can be used by sliding it in from the back side of the leg, leaving the 2 bolts outboard and mounting the two cross members extremely close together.

5). Bolt the mounting posts to body mounts, bumper mounts or leaf spring mounts, finding some place that is nice and sturdy. Make certain all hardware is properly fastened before putting weight onto the Body Cart Plus.

Additional mounting posts are available see website.